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REVISED AND FULLY UPDATED FOR 2014.

On 17th January 2014, Buckingham Palace announced that Mrs Zara Anne Elizabeth Tindall, better known
as just Zara Phillips, had given birth to a baby girl weighing 7lbs 12oz. In this fully revised and updated
biography, Brian Hoey paints a revealing portrait of Zara, the Queen's oldest granddaughter. From her Sports
Personality of the Year award in 2006 through to her marriage to former England rugby captain Mike Tindall
in 2011, her silver medal at the London Olympics in 2012, and the birth of her first daughter in 2014, this is
an insightful, comprehensive and entertaining story of one of Britain's favourite Royals.
Brian Hoey has been a writer and broadcaster for over 40 years.

He secured the first ever TV interview with the Queen’s daughter, Princess Anne, and was later to become
her official biographer. He collaborated with NBC’s Barbara Walters to cover the Investiture of Prince
Charles as Prince of Wales in 1969, and subsequently covered many Royal events, including the wedding of
Charles and Diana in 1981, and was a commentator at Princess Diana’s funeral in 1997.

Brian has written over 25 books, many of them about the British Royal Family given his extensive access.
They have all been serialized in leading international newspapers. He has also interviewed a wealth of
celebrities ranging from the Hollywood greats to British national treasures and residents of the Oval Office.
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From reader reviews:

Juan Palmer:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important act, like looking
for your favorite publication and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the reserve entitled Zara Phillips. Try to make the book Zara Phillips as your good friend. It
means that it can to be your friend when you sense alone and beside those of course make you smarter than
previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you more confidence because you can know
anything by the book. So , we need to make new experience along with knowledge with this book.

Cynthia Hughes:

Have you spare time for the day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Sure, you can
choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a move,
shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or read a book allowed Zara Phillips? Maybe it is
to get best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time together with your favorite's
book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have various other opinion?

Henrietta Roderick:

The book Zara Phillips can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. So just why must we leave the great thing like a book Zara Phillips? Some of you have a different
opinion about reserve. But one aim which book can give many details for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right
now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you may give for
each other; you may share all of these. Book Zara Phillips has simple shape but you know: it has great and
big function for you. You can appear the enormous world by open up and read a book. So it is very
wonderful.

Stacey Thompson:

E-book is one of source of know-how. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students and also
native or citizen have to have book to know the up-date information of year to help year. As we know those
guides have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, can bring us to around the world.
Through the book Zara Phillips we can take more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? To get
creative person must like to read a book. Merely choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't be
doubt to change your life with this book Zara Phillips. You can more pleasing than now.
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